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MONDAY, JUNE 27, 2005

SENATE SESSION 2:00 PM Senate Chambers
Select Committees scheduled to meet at the call of the Senate President.
Voting Session:
A155 [Mayer, David R./Roberts, Joseph J./Buziuzelli, John J./Weinberg, Loretta+6], Absentee ballots-concerns
A37 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Pou, Nellie/Cruz-Perez, Nilsa+2], Emerg/provisional ballots-prepare report
A662 [Blee, Francis J./Wolfe, David W./Stanley, Craig A./Prevote, Mary T.+7], Sch. personnel, cert.-lab. immunity
A1079 [Cryan, Joseph/Van Drew, Jeff/Wisniewski, John S./Vas, Joseph+7], Gift cert. and cards-reg.
A1479 [Wisniewski, John S./Diegnan, Patrick J./Scalera, Frederick+7], Fire academy courses-col. credit
A1820 [Egan, Joseph/Van Drew, Jeff/Greenwald, Linda R.+3], Union recognition-concerns
A1725 [Wendberg, Loretta/Cohen, Neil M./Prevote, Mary T./Stack, Brian P.+2], Child support req past cert. age, disab.
A2510 [Van Drew, Jeff/Chiappone, Anthony+1], Clerk, co.-auth to act as loc. registrar
A2768 [Cohen, Neil M./Diegnan, Patrick J./Stack, Brian P./Vas, Joseph+1], Identity theft statute-expand definition
A2998 [Scalera, Frederick/Van Drew, Jeff+3], Emerg. svcs. volunteer veh.-concerns
A3182 [McKeon, John F./Manzo, Patrick/Lisiniewski, John N./Watson Coleman, Bonnie/Gordon, Robert M./Gusciora, Reed/Parnter, Michael J.+10], Diesel engine emissions-concerns reg.
A3667 [Sires, Albo/Van Drew, Jeff/Greenwald, Linda D.], Air toxics surcharge-concerns
S194 [Smith, Bob/Sweeney, Stephen M.], Card check method-union recognition
S2277 [Adler, John H./McNamara, Henry P.+3], Compounded-site remediation asst.
S2369 [Sarlo, Paul A./Gigger, John A.], Fire academy courses-col. credit
S614 [Allen, Diane B./Vitale, Joseph F.], Child support req past cert. age, disab.
S976 [Bark, Martha W./Bryan, Wayne R.], Ballots, emerg. & provisional-cert.-liab. immunity
S1133 [Smith, Bob/Sweeney, Stephen M.], Absentee ballots-concerns
S1759 [Smith, Bob/Lance, Leonard], Diesel engine emissions-concerns reg.
S1770 [Sarlo, Paul A./Ciesla, Andrew R./Madden, Fred H.], Emerg. svcs. volunteer veh.-concerns
S1889 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Madden, Fred H./Coday, Richard J./Connors, Leonard T.+3], Sex offender-satellite-based monitoring
S2016 [Sweeney, Stephen M.+2], Gasoline containing MTBE-proh. sale
S2086 [Buono, Barbara], Bingo-use of cert. electronic devices
S2144 [Kean, Thomas H./Scutari, Nicholas P.+3], Christopher's Law-concerns unlic driv veh.-concerns
S2145 [Kean, Thomas H./Gill, Nia H.+14], Sudan-prob. investment in co.- doing bus.
S2187 [Vitale, Joseph F./Conigli, Joseph/Gill, Nia H.+2], Gift certificates-concerns redemption
S2234 [Vitale, Joseph F./Allen, Diane B.], SHBP-cert. unions participate
S2298 [Lesniak, Raymond J./Cohen, Neil M./Bateman, Christopher], Standard nonforfeiture law-revisions
S2320 [Sarlo, Paul A./Kyrillos, Joseph M.], Ephedrine, pseudoephedrine-restrict sale
S2334 [Madden, Fred H./Allen, Diane B.+6], Social Svcs. Student Loan Redemption Act
S2346 [Bark, Martha W./Doria, Joseph V.], Electric and gas svc-concern procurement
S2369 [Coday, Richard J./Cardinale, Gerald+2], Advance Directive Mental Health Care Act
S2387 [Bryan, Wayne R.], Voter regis. polling records-concerns
S2558 [Sacco, Nicholas J./Doria, Joseph V.+3], Sch. dist., cert.-concerns St. schol. aid

MONDAY, JUNE 27, 2005 (continued)

SENATE SESSION (continued)
S2580 [Asselta, Nicholas], Sch. personnel, cert.-lab. immunity
S2608 [Turner, Shirley K.], Teaching staff memb.-concerns emp.
S2631 [Madden, Fred H./Smith, Bob], Farmland preserv.-concerns
S2632 [Lance, Leonard/Smith, Bob+1], Farmland preserv., Highlands Region;$15M
S2633 [Turner, Shirley K.], Farmland preserv., nonprofit org;$5.015M
S2634 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Bark, Martha W.], Farmland preserv. purposes;$46.225M
S2635 [Karcher, Ellen/Bryan, Wayne R.+1], Farmland preserv., co. and mun.;$31.415M
S2649 [Cody, Richard J./Buono, Barbara+3], Life sciences research fac.-auth. finan.
S2683 [Buono, Barbara], HMOs-special interim assessment
SR71 [Connors, Leonard T.], Obesity-higher ed. instift. estab ed prog
SR74 [Singer, Robert W./Karcher, Ellen], Aids, Educ., Rehab & Enforcement Fd-concerns

Senate Budget and Appropriations Meeting 10:00 AM
Committee Room 4, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Bryant, Wayne R.
A1476 [Wisniewski, John S.+2], Intermodal chassis-concerns
S2201 [Sacco, Nicholas J.], Intermodal chassis-concerns
S2247 [Sarlo, Paul A./Lesniak, Raymond J.+1], BPU Bus. Ombudsman-assn. w' energy issue
S2607 [Kenny, Bernard F.], Health Care Subsidy Fd.-redirects $250M
S2664 [Allen, Diane B./Vitale, Joseph F.+3], Child protective svcs.-concerns
S2695 [Rose, Ronald L.], Water supply project/planning;$63M

*Senate Judiciary Meeting 11:00 AM
Committee Room 6, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Adler, John H.
*Michael Anthony Guadagno and James F. Hyland for Superior Court Judges are pending nomination and referral.
Considered:
to be a member of the Advisory Board on Carnival Amusement Ride Safety:
Lucy A. Murphy of Lake Hopatcong to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.
to be a member of the Automobile Insurance Territorial Rating Plan Advisory Commission:
Leonard T. Guarini of Middletown to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.
to be a member of the Delaware and Raritan Canal Commission:
Alison E. Mitchell of Stockton to replace Caroline Armstrong, for the term prescribed by law.
to be a member of the Monmouth County Board of Taxation:
Wayne C. Pomanowski of Colts Neck for the term prescribed by law.
to be a member of the Montclair State University - Board of Trustees:
Christine L. Padilla of Park Ridge to replace Robert Altman, Ph.D., for the term prescribed by law.
to be a member of the NJ Sports and Exposition Authority:
Anthony Scardino, Jr. of Lyndhurst to replace Joseph J. Plumeri, II, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.
to be a member of the Rowan University - Board of Trustees:
Juanita Johnson-Clark of Lawnside to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.
THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 2005 (continued)

SENEGAM SESSION (continued)  

S2534 [Sacco, Nicholas J.], MV commercial regis.-extend to 12 months

S2562 [Gill, Nia H.], Homeowners Equity Prot. Act

S2573 [Rice, Ronald L.], Catastrophic events-cred. for sewer fees

S2587 [Smith, Bob], Env. infrastructure proj.-concerns

S2611 [Katcher, Ellen/Scotauri, Nicholas P.], Trucks viol. rt. ordinances-incr. fines

S2612 [Smith, Bob], Split Act-prot. from contrib. suits

S2617 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Madden, Fred H.+2], Scanning devices, unlawful use-crime

S2664 [Allen, Diane B./Vitale, Joseph F.+3], Child protective svc.-concerns

SRJ14 [Connors, Leonard T.], EPA changes to air pollution prog-oppose

SRJ49 [Buono, Barbara Kean, Thomas H.], Smart Freight RR Study Comm.-creates

ASSEMBLY SESSION 1:00 PM Assembly Chambers

The Assembly may consider any action by the Senate and any legislation amended or carried over from the June 27, 2005 Legislative Session.

Voting Session:

A33 [Gusciora, Reed/Eagler, Peter C./Gordon, Robert M./Conaway, Herb+13], Voting machines-produce paper record

A35 [Mayer, David R./Roberts, Joseph J./Buzichelli, John J./Weinberg, Loretta+6], Absentee ballots-concerns

A37 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Pou, Nellie/Cruz-Perez, Nilsa+2], Emerg/provisional ballots-prepare report

A43 [Greenwald, Louis D./Gordon, Robert M./Payne, William D./Previte, Mary T.+1], Elections, cert.-mun.-conduct by mail

A294 [Stender, Linda+2], Fire chiefs, paid-mun. appoint

A1077 [Cryan, Joseph/Weinberg, Loretta/Johnson, Gordon M.+1], Freedom of speech-concerns

A1206 [Ougihey, Joan M./Scalera, Frederick+1], Fire emerg. procedures-concerns

A1399 [Connors, Jack/Conaway, Herb+2], Insr. fds.-r.-req. exams

A1400 [Connors, Jack/Conaway, Herb], Suppl Anti-Trust Collective Trust-concerns

A1820 [Egan, Joseph V./Van Dreu, Jeff/Greenstein, Linda R.+3], Union recognition-concerns

A1925 [Weinberg, Loretta/Cohen, Neil M./Previte, Mary T./Stack, Brian P.+5], Child support-req past cert. age, disab.

A2090 [Cohen, Neil M./Buzichelli, John J.], MV manuf.-concerns disclosures

A2522 [Cohen, Neil M./Bateman, Christopher], Driving in an unsafe manner-proh.

A2768 [Cohen, Neil M./Diegnan, Patrick J./Stack, Brian P./Vas, Joseph+1], Identity theft statute-define
definition

A2998 [Scalera, Frederick/Conaway, Jeff+3], Emerg. svcs. volunteer veh.-concerns

A3186 [Conaway, Herb/Smith, Robert J./McKeon, John F.+4], SPCA-reorg.

A3264 [Wisniewski, John S.], Contract Procurement Task Force-estab.

A3268 [Scalera, Frederick/Stack, Brian P./Buzichelli, John J.+12], Loc. budget limitations-exceptions

A3413 [Mayer, David R./Previte, Mary T./Voss, Joan M./Stanley, Craig A.+21], Domestic Viof

Workforce Devel Initiative


investment in co. doing bus.

A3544 [Diegnan, Patrick J./Barnes, Peter J./Greenstein, Linda R./Russo, David C./Gusciora, Reed+5], Superior Ct-estab Commercial & Tech Part

A3624 [Cohen, Neil M./Bateman, Christopher], Domestic insurers-incr investment limits

A3724 [Morgan, Robert Lewis/Weinberg, Loretta/Cohen, Robert M./Wisniewski, John S./Voss, Joan M./Previte, Mary T.+30], Family Health Care Coverage Act

A3817 [Sires, Albie/Malone, Joseph R./Watson Coleman, Bonnie+3], SHP-concerns elected off., emp. of union

A3819 [Wisniewski, John S.+1], St. Treasurer-concerns cert. contracts

A3820 [Wisniewski, John S.], Witnesses, out-of-st.-concerns

A3821 [Wisniewski, John S.+1], St contracting process-makes changes


A3889 [Cryan, Joseph], Hall of Fame-estab.

A3950 [Watson Coleman, Bonnie/Ougihey, Joan M./Vas, Joseph/McHose, Alison Littel], Telephone calling cards-disclose terms

A3973 [Chivukula, Upendra J./Roberts, Joseph J.+1], Regulatory Flex Act-expands scope

A4035 [Stender, Linda/Cohen, Neil M./Scalera, Frederick+1], Ephedrine, pseudoephedrine-restrict sale

A4092 [Cohen, Neil M./Bateman, Christopher/Previte, Mary T./Stanley, Craig A.+11], Voting

Session:

A4104 [Mayer, David R./Gordon, Robert M./Payne, William D./Previte, Mary T.+1], Elections, cert.-mun.-conduct by mail

A4135 [Scalera, Frederick/Conaway, Herb/Cohen, Joseph J.], Special Needs Housing Fd.-estab

A4162 [Van Dreu, Jeff], Greenvan arbitration clauses-concerns

A4315 [Sires, Albie], Save Ellis Island, Inc.-$150K

A4316 [Roberts, Joseph J.], Open space acquisition, so. NJ:$13.845M

A4317 [Roberts, Joseph J.], Open space acquisition, central NJ:$16M

A4318 [Roberts, Joseph J.], Land-recreation & conserv purpose-$25.7M

A4319 [Sires, Albie], Open space acquisition-$65.822M

A4320 [Sires, Albie], Open space acquisition, no. NJ:$25.389M

A4321 [Sires, Albie], St. recreation and conservation-$75M

A4400 [Greenwald, Louis D.], FY 2006 Budget

THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 2005 (continued)

ASSEMBLY SESSION (continued)

AR286 [Bodine, Francis L./Chatzidakis, Larry], Marijuana-flavored candies-concerns

S753 [Turner, Shirley K.+1], Earned income tax cred.-notification

S2173 [Lesniak, Raymond L./Cardinale, Gerald], Domestic insurers-incr. investment limits

S2194 [Karcher, Ellen/Scotauri, Nicholas P./Littell, Robert E.+4], St. contracting process-concerns

S2234 [Vitale, Joseph F./Allen, Diane B.], SHBP-cert. unions participate

S2236 [Vitale, Joseph F./Buono, Barbara B.], Family Health Care Coverage Act

S3309 [Sarlo, Paul A./Kyrillos, Joseph M.+1], Hall of Fame-estab.

S3320 [Sarlo, Paul A./Kyrillos, Joseph M.+1], Open space acquisition, central NJ:$16M

S3269 [Codey, Richard J./Cardinale, Gerald+2], Advance Directive Mental Health Care Act

S3269 [Bryant, Wayne R./Katcher, Ellen/Connors, Leonard T.], Elections, cert.-mun.-conduct by mail

S2577 [Katcher, Ellen+4], St. recreation and conservation-$75M

S2583 [Codey, Richard J.], Special Needs Housing Fd.-estab

S2640 [Sarlo, Paul A./Bryant, Wayne R.+4], Open space acquisition:$65.822M

S2641 [Coniglio, Joseph/McNamara, Henry P.+3], Open space acquisition, no. NJ:$25.389M

S2642 [Karcher, Ellen/Weinberg, Shirley K.+1], Open space acquisition, central NJ:$16M

S2643 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Madden, Fred H.+2], Open space acquisition, so. NJ:$13.845M

S2644 [Rice, Ronald L.+4], Land-recreation & conserv purpose-$26.7M

S2645 [Kenny, Bernard F./Lance, Leonard+1], Save Ellis Island, Inc.$150K

THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 2005 (continued)

ASSEMBLY SESSION (continued)

ACR245 [Biondi, Peter J./Cohen, Neil M./Caraballo, Wilfredo+1], Leg. Code of Ethics-adopt permanent